The L-39 Albatross

Jet Trainer

The L-39 was born in Czechoslovakia
and made its international debut at the
1977 Paris Air Show. It is extremely
agile and provides a spectacular view
from both cockpits.
European air forces and generations of
Russian cosmonauts have prepared for
space in the incredible L-39 Albatross.

Jet fighters like the L-39 are used to
help prepare space travelers for the
high-g forces of a space launch. NASA
uses another jet trainer, the supersonic
T-38, to train American astronauts for
space.
The L-39 features an air-conditioned
pressurized cabin and tandem seating.
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The Aurora Aerospace flight center is
conveniently located at St. Petersburg/
Clearwater (PIE) International Airport in
Florida. The airport is a short drive away
from Tampa International Airport (TPA),
and less than two hours away by car
from Orlando (ORL).
Choose from a variety of flight and space
training packages. Receive an informative
introduction to orbital and suborbital
physics and the physiologic aspects of
space travel. Learn about adapting to
high “g” and “zero gravity” environments.

Aurora Aerospace Chief Pilot and Chief
Medical Officer Howard Chipman has 30+
years of flying experience. He is an FAA
Certified Flight Instructor with Commercial, Multi-Engine, Glider, Instrument and
L-39 Jet Ratings, and has completed a
variety of space flight training at the
famed Yuri Gagarin Cosmonaut Training
Center in Russia. Chip is also a BoardCertified Emergency Physician.

Introductory Flight Training:
L-39 Flight . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $3000+
Zero-G Flight . . . . . . . . . . . . . $2500
L-39 Simulator & MAD. . . . . . . $1500

Complete Space Training:
$8000
Includes:
L-39 Flight, Zero-G Flight,
Hypoxia Training,
Flight Simulator, and
Multi-Axis Disorientation Machine.
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Zero-Gravity
Training for Space

L-39

Space Flight
Training

Civilian Space

Flight Training
Florida

Fly this exciting and responsive jet under
the close supervision of our space flight
instructors. You will experience the type of
sustained g-forces and weightlessness one
would undergo during a suborbital flight.
Basic aerobatics are part of this “top gun”
fighter jet flight.
Complete a single introductory flight or
enroll in advanced space flight training.

Experience the incredible sensation of
floating in space!
Train in simulated “zero-g” by flying a
series of parabolic flight maneuvers in
the Rockwell Commander 700 that
counter the forces of gravity.

Prepare to

Leave the Planet!

Each of the parabolic maneuvers last
approximately 10 seconds in the Aurora
Aerospace training aircraft. Expect to
perform 10-12 weightless maneuvers.

Space Flight Training Adventures
Featuring the L-39 Jet Trainer
Now Available in
Tampa Bay, Florida!

You decide when to fly. You pick the
launch date. As long as the weather is
favorable and the pilot is available, you
can experience the weightlessness of
space on your terms.

800-644-7382
941-346-2603 tel.
941-346-2488 fax

ADVANCE RESERVATIONS
ARE MANDATORY.
CALL 800-644-7382 FOR
AVAILABILITY.
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Incredible Adventures has teamed
with Aurora Aerospace to deliver
space flight training to aspiring
space travelers.
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